
 
 

           June 10, 2010 
 
Dear Client, 
 
After last Friday’s release of the monthly non-farm payroll (NFP) numbers, the subsequent decline of the equity 
markets, and the persistent level of uncertainty and fear many people are experiencing, we wanted to let you know what 
we are thinking.  We are close to fully invested and optimistic about the equity markets.   
 
This latest decline in the equity markets comes on the heels of another very solid (and above-expectations) earnings 
season.  Estimates for the earnings of the S&P 500 for 2011 are now in the area of $93.  If they reach that level it will 
be an historic high and yet the S&P 500 is still more than 30% below its old high of October 2007!  If we apply a 
reasonable multiple of 14x earnings, that implies a level of 1,300, which is about 20% above its current level of 1,077.  
Certainly the earnings picture could change and the multiple could be smaller, but we still think the market looks 
attractive from these levels.  This is especially true when compared to the yields available in the fixed income markets, 
with the 5-year and 10-year U.S. Treasury notes trading near 2.00% and 3.25%, respectively.  The “flight to safety” has 
forced many investors to mark time in these Treasury securities, other fixed income assets, or cash equivalents hoping 
to buy the market at a later date.  Even though balances are well off the highs of March 2009, there is still over $2.8 
trillion in money market mutual fund accounts earning less than 1%! 
 
We think it’s worth examining the NFP report closer and putting it in some sort of historic perspective.  The job growth 
came in below expectations and appeared to be a “bad” miss, but there is more to the story than just the headline, of 
course.  The NFP number was 431,000 versus the expectation of 535,000, and only 41,000 of those came from the 
private sector.  Even though this was below expectations, it was still the largest monthly gain since March 2000!  
During periods of economic growth monthly increases of 200,000-300,000 are expected, although it is rarely a smooth 
pattern.  For example, NFP actually declined 42,000 in August 2003 as real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew 6.9% 
in that quarter, and showed an increase of only 18,000 in November 2003 as GDP grew 3.6% in that quarter.  As you 
can see, below-expectation reports do not always signal an abrupt change in economic growth.  The positive aspects of 
this month’s report included another increase in the number of temporary workers, while both the work week and 
hourly earnings also increased. 
 
This week Federal Reserve Chairman Bernanke was interviewed by Sam Donaldson of ABC and testified before 
Congress.  Bernanke told Donaldson that we are in a recovery that is “moderate paced,” and that European policy 
makers are “committed to avoiding default in Greece.”  Later in the week in his appearance before Congress Bernanke 
discussed the recovery more specifically.  He said the Federal Reserve’s forecast for real GDP growth in 2010 was 
3.5% and for a somewhat faster pace next year.  Since consumption contributes about 70% of the U.S. GDP it’s worth 
noting that he also said, “ consumer spending is likely to increase at a moderate pace going forward, supported by a 
gradual pickup in employment and income, greater consumer confidence, and some improvement in credit conditions.”  
As far as business investment was concerned, the Chairman expected increases in spending on new equipment and 
software based on healthy corporate balance sheets, low financing costs, necessary replacement purchases, the need for 
new capacity, and growing confidence. 
 
At the moment, the investment atmosphere is clouded by dramatic headlines producing a great deal of anxiety.  We 
believe many of these problems are being addressed.  Once the dust settles and investors can view global 
macroeconomic activity with clearer heads, money will head back into the markets.  Please contact us with any 
questions or comments you may have. 
 
 
  Michael A. Camp      Joseph F. Hunt 
  Principal       Principal 
 
 
Investing and trading in stocks and other securities are risky and carry an inherent element of risk, including the potential for loss of principal.  Northwest Criterion 
Asset Management, LLC cannot guarantee and you should not assume past performance of its model portfolios and investment plans are either an indication of or a 
guarantee for future results.  Northwest Criterion Asset Management, LLC cannot and does not give any assurance that the trades placed based on its investment 
plans will be profitable. 

 


